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I observed work done and in process on waterbars in this area. The contractor has gone above and beyond with waterbar
construction. The berms and waterbars that have been completed are well above standard spec. I noticed that the coming in side
of S-GH 15 was stabilized, but the going away side hasn’t been yet. I was unable to go beyond S-GH14 due to several pieces of
equipment actively working the steep slope. From Webster’s Corner, the travel lane was out and equipment was actively working
the slope. I will return tomorrow to confirm satisfactory completion of work. Progress in this area is encouraging.

A berm was built up at sta13320+00. Equipment belonging to NW Clearing still needs to be moved in order to complete the
waterbar. Item is on the punch list. The first waterbar above Wade’s Gap rd. Is not to the edge of ROW on the high side due to a
large log pile. Clearing is needed to assist grade with moving logs and equipment. As yet, the earth here is not disturbed, so this is
a low risk area.

The outlet of a waterbar on the going away side of S-GH15 empties behind super silt fence. I am concerned that storm water could
be directed back on to the ROW and into the stream. Breaking the fence at the outlet or ending it short of the sump should be
considered.

Precision has been working on waterbars between Wade’s Gap and Webster’s Corner ROW crossings. Berms have been
increased to heights of approximately 3 feet. Waterbar berms are well over 18 inches in cases, over 2 feet. Most sumps have been
carved to maximum depth. The contractor is awaiting a standard drawing to complete the end treatments.
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Sump at the end is nearly 4 ft deep. Berm
extends to edge of ROW. see photo for
coordinates

The high end is not to ROW edge, but due to
incomplete grade, further work on this end
would be unsafe. See photo for coordinates

Berms are being extended to edge of ROW. I
talked to the straw about pulling back some of
the excess soil and they did. Photo, coords

A substantial waterbar was constructed
between the series of berms and S-GH15.
Height about 24”. See photo for coordinates

The number of berms above S-Gh15 was
decreased to 3, and the height was increased
to about 3feet.

Work is in progress and they are aiming to
exceed requirements. See photo for
coordinates
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